Industry-Leading Diagnostic Viewer Provides Fast, High Performance Viewing Across all Modalities and Bandwidths

AT A GLANCE

› Flexible worklists to manage individual, sub-specialty and group case loads.
› Maximum workflow efficiency and embedded critical results management.
› Practice-wide peer and image review, embedded naturally within the reading workflow.
› Enhanced service delivery to referring physicians with consistent and structured radiology reports and images, better collaboration and communication tools, and more time for consultations.
› Industry-leading customer service and support provided by Intelerad’s in-house team of experts.

InteleViewer™ enables fast and streamlined interpretation, anywhere, anytime, and for any case. Designed to provide robust, high performance for both onsite and remote reading, InteleViewer boosts reading productivity by supporting all medical imaging cases on a single reading and reporting platform.

InteleViewer delivers robust and powerful image display for all imaging modalities, using web-enabled smart and flexible technology that quickly delivers current and prior images to the desktop. Highly customizable and extendable, InteleViewer is a reading solution that can meet the needs of any hospital or radiology enterprise.
FULLY-FEATURED UNIFIED READING PLATFORM

› Balance workloads by unifying all cases into a single reading solution.
› Optimize the reading process with customizable InteleViewer worklist to manage study parking, order management, and flexible filters.
› Improve efficiency with user relevancy and robust hanging protocols.
› Reduce costs and complexity with automated priors handling and results delivery.

CONSOLIDATED SUBSPECIALTY READING

› Improve decision-making from any location through high-speed visualization and embedded advanced 3D volumetric reading.
› Review patients’ response to treatment through advanced lesion tracking and image comparison across multiple modalities, including PET/CT, SPECT/CT and PET/MR.
› Improve and expand your breast imaging offering and eliminate the need for dedicated workstations by integrating Intelerad’s Breast Imaging™ solution with tomosynthesis support.
› Efficiently plan orthopedic surgery using integrated digital templates and pre-operative planning solutions.

FLEXIBLE REPORTING WITH EMBEDDED TOOLS

› Increase efficiency with seamlessly embedded Multi-Method Reporting™ voice recognition or digital dictation.
› Streamline reporting processes with customizable report templates and auto-population of fields (based on HL7 data).
› Enhance communication with colleagues and clinicians using remote collaboration tools.

INTELEVIEWER WORKLIST PROVIDES A CUSTOMIZABLE READING ENVIRONMENT THAT BOOSTS PRODUCTIVITY.

MAMMOGRAPHY TOMOSYNTHESIS SUPPORT WITH MULTI-STEP HANGING PROTOCOLS FOR BREAST IMAGING.

INTELEVIEWER WORKLIST PROVIDES A CUSTOMIZABLE READING ENVIRONMENT THAT BOOSTS PRODUCTIVITY.

HIGH PERFORMANCE INTELEVIEWER OFFERS EMBEDDED SUB-SPECIALTY TOOLS AND MULTI-STEP HANGING PROTOCOLS.

HIGHER QUALITY PATIENT CARE

› Track follow-up communications and enhance patient care with embedded critical results management.
› Improve diagnostic and image quality with integrated, ACR-compatible Peer Review.
› Streamline operations and achieve quality initiatives with standardized workflows and business analytics.
› InteleViewer is customizable to your evolving needs. Please refer to your contract agreement for details on your InteleViewer features and functionality.